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Abstract. Most of the pollution source identification mechanisms are set on the target 
structure, resulting in low identification efficiency and long response time for unit 
identification. To this end, a design and analysis method for identifying urban 
atmospheric particulate pollution sources based on energy spectrum features and neural 
networks has been proposed. According to the current experimental requirements, basic 
identification indicators for atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources are set, 
multi-level methods are used to improve recognition efficiency, a multi-level cross 
pollution source recognition mechanism is constructed, and an energy spectrum 
feature+neural network atmospheric particulate matter pollution source recognition 
model is designed. Urban pollution source recognition is achieved through distributed 
locking processing. The experimental results show that the five selected areas for 
identifying atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources have a response time of less 
than 0.3 seconds for final unit identification, which has good practical application effects. 
With the assistance and support of energy spectrum characteristics and neural networks, 
it has high pertinence and practical application value. 
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1. Introduction 

Urban air pollution is difficult to identify and control, which involves pollutant location, type 
identification and other links, and the corresponding identification standards are also difficult 
to control, resulting in the final pollution source identification result is not true and reliable [1-
3]. In recent years, with the extension of vehicle exhaust pollution, dust pollution, particulate 
pollution and other problems, urban air quality has greatly declined, especially Atmospheric 
Particulate Matters, which are not only difficult to control in a short time, but also have a huge 
impact range, and it is relatively difficult to identify [4] . The main reason for this problem is 
that there are many kinds of air pollution in cities at present. Although the relevant personnel 
have set corresponding solutions, the effect is very small [5] . Coupled with the influence of 
external environment and specific factors, it leads to the cross-diffusion of pollution, which 
further leads to the expansion of the scope of pollution and the harm to the surrounding 
environment [6] . In order to alleviate the above problems, the relevant departments have 
designed the identification method of urban atmospheric particulate pollution sources. This 
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kind of pollution source identification forms are mostly independent structures, which can 
mark the specific location of the pollution source of pollutants within a reasonable range, and 
at the same time use the Internet to transmit the corresponding identification data and 
information to the designated location, laying the foundation for subsequent identification 
processing, orientation and analysis [7] . However, the pertinence and flexibility of this 
recognition method are low, and the recognition accuracy is also affected in different urban 
background environments [8-10] . And the traditional recognition structure is generally 
unidirectional, and the efficiency of recognition processing is low, which is also one of the 
important reasons for the error of the final recognition result. Therefore, the characteristic 
curve of particle energy distribution fluctuation formed by energy calibration of pulse 
amplitude of urban atmospheric particles based on energy spectrum characteristics and neural 
network is proposed. The neural network is an artificial neural network composed of 
biological neurons. Combining the above two technologies with the identification of urban 
atmospheric particulate pollution sources can, to a certain extent, further expand the actual 
scope of pollution source identification, strengthen the specific identification accuracy from 
multiple angles, design more flexible and changeable identification results, and improve the 
management and control of identification errors. In addition, with the help of energy spectrum 
characteristics and neural network technologies, hierarchical identification and control can be 
carried out in a targeted manner, which greatly improves the efficiency of overall pollution 
source location and marking, shortens the time for independent identification of local pollution 
sources, and provides reference and theoretical reference for the development and 
improvement of related technologies in the future. 

2. Design the energy spectrum characteristics of urban atmospheric 
particulate pollution sources + neural network identification 
method 

2.1. Set the basic atmospheric particulate pollution source identification index 

The particle size can be roughly divided into single particle size and particle group size 
(generally referred to as average particle size) . For the particle size of a single particle, the 
particle density in the area is calculated by direct or indirect measurement method according to 
the settling speed of particles floating in the air, as shown in the following formula 1: 
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In Formula 1:F indicate that density of particles in the area,m represents the coverage area,
n represents a stacking area,  indicate that settling speed of the unit, u represents the 
proportion of directional floating,Represents the single particle size . Combined with the 

above calculation, the calculation of particle density in the area is completed. Combined with 
the change of density, the equivalent diameter of the current particle size can be obtained. 
Subsequently, on this basis, it is necessary to set the particle swarm identification index and 
parameters, as shown in the following Table 1: 



Table 1 Particle Swarm Identification Index and Parameter Setting Table 

Setting of Particle Group 
Identification Indicator Names 

Basic parameter 
standard value 

Standard values of measured 
parameters 

Average particle size change ratio 5.4 6.7 
Distribution Function 11.36 15.24 

Dispersity 65.35 80.47 
Concentration representation 

division 
Quantity concentration, 

mass concentration 
Quantity concentration, mass 

concentration, settling strength 
Proportion of controllable particles 3.1 4.3 
Particle group diameter difference 0.025 0.011 

2.2. Building a multi-level cross-contamination source identification mechanism 

The traditional identification mechanism of atmospheric particulate pollution sources is 
mostly set to a one-way structure. Although it can achieve the expected identification tasks 
and objectives, it lacks pertinence and stability . In different background environments, the 
processing efficiency of identifying targets is low, which affects the processing and execution 
of subsequent identification work . Therefore, a multi-level cross-contamination source 
identification mechanism is designed, as shown in Figure 1 below: 
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Figure. 1 Structural diagram of multi-level cross-contamination source identification mechanism 

Combined with Figure 1, the design and practical analysis of multi-level cross-contamination 
sourc 

2.3. Design an energy spectrum feature+neural network model for identifying 
atmospheric particulate pollution sources 

Combined with the particle size, the weight method or light scattering method is used to 
calculatemass concentrationThe value of the conversion coefficient k is shown in the 
following formula 2: 
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In Formula 2: P express mass concentration conversion coefficient k value,  indicates the 
dust concentration, I represents weight,W represents the coverage area, k represents the 

astigmatism region, c represents a repetitive fluctuation area,  represents a non-uniform 
difference. Combined with the current test, complete the mass concentration calculation of 
conversion coefficient k. Subsequently, on this basis, through neural network technology, 
combined with the current situation of atmospheric particulate pollution in various regions of 
the city, a specific neural network identification hierarchy is designed, as shown in Figure 2 
below: 
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Figure. 2 The hierarchical structure diagram of urban atmospheric particulate pollution source 
identification based on neural network. 

Combined with Figure 2, the hierarchical structure of urban atmospheric particulate pollution 
source identification based on neural network is designed. Then, in different identification 
levels, the identification targets of urban atmospheric particulate pollution sources are set, and 
a cyclic identification model structure is constructed. However, it should be noted that the 
identification target of the current design is not fixed, and corresponding adjustments can be 
made according to the actual identification requirements and standards to improve the 
flexibility of the model for the overall identification of atmospheric particulate pollution 
sources. Combined with the changes of the energy spectrum characteristic curve, the final 
identification accuracy of the model can be improved, and the optimization of the model and 
the internal pollution source identification framework can be completed. 

2.4. Distributed locking processing to identify urban pollution sources 

The so-called distributed locking processing is to clearly divide the corresponding distributed 
areas among cities on the basis of the above-mentioned design identification model, and 
optimize the final results by means of multi-dimensional dynamic location identification and 
locking of urban atmospheric particulate pollution sources. You can first set a basic 
recognition target in the current recognition program. Through intelligent model identification 
hierarchy and energy spectrum characteristics+neural network technology, the setting of 
distributed identification and locking processing index values is set, as shown in the following 
Table 2: 

Table 2 Numerical Setting Table of Distributed Locking Processing Indicators 

Distributed locking processing metrics First phase Phase 2 
Unit recognition directional difference 0.35 0.16 

Basic distributed locking time consumption/s 0.06 0.03 
Distributed recognition fluctuation ratio 6.31 4.15 

Directional identification controllable error 1.2 1.1 
Equivalent diameter change ratio 6.8 7.8 

Locked mean 16.38 18.44 

Combined with Table 2, complete the setting of distributed locking processing index values. 
According to the order of the above model design, carry out distributed locking identification 
of atmospheric particulate pollution sources in the city, further clarify the specific location of 
pollution sources, and collect corresponding identification data and information during the 
process, which is convenient for later processing and analysis. 



3. Method test 

This time, the practical application effect of the identification method of urban atmospheric 
particulate pollution sources based on energy spectrum characteristics and neural network is 
mainly analyzed and verified. Considering the authenticity and reliability of the final test 
results, the analysis is carried out in a comparative way, and G city is selected as the main 
target of the test. The basic pollution data of the current city are collected by professional 
equipment and devices, and then collected and integrated for subsequent use. Next, according 
to the changes of current test requirements and standards, combined with energy spectrum 
characteristics and neural network technology, the basic test environment is related and built. 

3.1. Test preparation 

Combining the energy spectrum characteristics and neural network technology, the actual test 
environment of the identification method of atmospheric particulate pollution sources in G 
city is built and processed. At present, the basic test device can be set first. MATLAB 
software is used to design the simulation experiment, and it is connected to the city's 
environmental monitoring network to form a cyclic identification and processing environment 
for subsequent use. In view of the atmospheric particulate pollution in G city, the measured 
areas are divided into five, and the pollution situation in each area is different. Therefore, 
monitoring nodes are set in the area, and the nodes are interrelated to form a cyclic test 
structure. Using the acquired data and information, combined with neural network technology, 
the crossover probability of atmospheric particulate pollution source identification is 
calculated, as shown in the following formula 3: 
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In Formula 3: M represents the cross probability of identifying atmospheric particulate 
pollution sources,  indicates the range of variation, represents the conversion ratio, y
indicates the number of directional identification times,  represents the number of iterations,
j represents the fluctuation value of energy spectrum. Combined with the current test, 

complete the calculation of the crossover probability of atmospheric particulate pollution 
source identification, set it as the basic identification limit standard, and then adjust the test 
parameters of pollution source identification, as shown in the following Table 3: 

Table 3 Adjustment Table of Test Parameters for Pollution Source Identification of Atmospheric 
Particulate Matter 

Name of identification and testing indicators for 
atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources 

Standard value of initial 
indicator parameters 

Controllable parameter 
range setting 

Identify mutation probability /% 12 10 

Maximum allowable recognition error 1.2 1.1 

Controllable recognition time consumption /s 0.25 0.16 

Optimize identification objective function 10.3 16.7 

Directional convergence value 11.05 15.24 

Pollutant diffusion coefficient 3.02 4.15 



Combined with Table 3, the test parameters of atmospheric particulate pollution source 
identification are adjusted. Based on this, the basic test environment is established and 
correlated. In the process, the energy spectrum characteristics and neural network technology 
are used to adjust the test environment reasonably for subsequent testing and practical 
verification analysis. 

3.2. Method effectiveness verification 

In order to evaluate the role of spectral features and neural networks in identifying 
atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources, an urban area with multiple pollution sources 
was selected as the experimental object. Set up monitoring nodes in this area and collect data 
on atmospheric particulate pollution. Divide the collected data into two groups: the 
experimental group and the control group. Extract energy spectrum features from the 
atmospheric particulate pollution data of the experimental group, and use neural network 
models for training and recognition. Record the identification results. The atmospheric 
particulate pollution data of the control group were directly identified without spectral feature 
extraction and neural network model training. Compare the accuracy and stability of 
recognition results between the experimental group and the control group. 

The experimental group using spectral features and neural networks for identification showed 
higher accuracy in identifying pollution sources within the target area, which is consistent 
with the actual situation. The control group, which did not undergo spectral feature extraction 
and neural network model training, had relatively low recognition accuracy and had some 
errors compared to the experimental group. By analyzing the experimental results and 
comparing the recognition accuracy between the experimental group and the control group, it 
can be concluded that energy spectrum feature extraction and neural network model training 
play an important role in identifying atmospheric particulate pollution sources, enhancing the 
accuracy and stability of recognition, and verifying the effectiveness of the method. 

3.3. Test process and result analysis 

In the above-mentioned test environment, according to the energy spectrum characteristics and 
neural network technology, the selected atmospheric particulate pollution sources in G city are 
identified and tested. Use the deployed nodes to collect basic values and information. 
According to the selected test area, the floating state of atmospheric particles is measured by 
using the energy spectrum characteristics, and the current floating value is obtained and 
calculated. Then, on this basis, through the neural network technology, combined with the 
urban atmospheric particulate pollution source identification program, lock identification is 
carried out, and the unit identification response time is calculated as shown in the following 
formula 4: 
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In Formula 4: A indicates the unit identification response time, indicates the orientation 

recognition range, indicate that difference in recognition mean, represents a particle 
concentration value, e indicates the recognition frequency,  represents the maximum 
allowable recognition error. Based on current testing, genetic algorithm and positive matrix 



decomposition method are used as comparison methods 1 and 2, respectively, and the results 
are analyzed as shown in Table 4: 

Table 4 Comparative Analysis Table of Test Results 

Immediately select the 
identification area for 

atmospheric particulate 
matter pollution sources 

Identifying mean difference Unit identification response time/s 

Proposed 
method 

Compariso
n method 1 

Compariso
n Method 2 

Proposed 
method 

Compariso
n method 1 

Comparison 
Method 2 

Pollution source 
identification area 1 

2.1 2.5 2.6 0.19 0.26 0.29 

Pollution source 
identification area 2 

1.9 2.3 2.5 0.26 0.31 0.35 

Pollution source 
identification area 3 

1.6 2.0 2.1 0.27 0.35 0.38 

Pollution source 
identification area 4 

2.6 3.0 3.2 0.13 0.18 0.21 

Pollution source 
identification area 5 

2.7 3.1 3.4 0.24 0.31 0.35 

Based on Table 4, the experimental results were analyzed: the proposed method differs from 
the comparison methods 1 and 2 in terms of identifying mean differences and unit 
identification response time. For the selected five atmospheric particulate matter pollution 
source identification areas, the proposed method's final unit identification response time is 
controlled within 0.3 seconds, indicating that the currently designed urban atmospheric 
particulate matter pollution source identification method, with the help and support of spectral 
features and neural networks, has good practical application effects, high pertinence, and 
practical value. 

4. Conclusion 

The identification methods for atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources are relatively 
more flexible and diverse, with strong stability and specificity. In different background 
environments, with the assistance and support of energy spectrum features and neural 
networks, the identification methods for atmospheric particulate matter pollution sources are 
no longer single and fixed. Not only can the specific types of atmospheric particulate matter 
pollution be identified in the first time, but also the actual recognition range can be expanded, 
Conduct controllable management and linkage control from multiple perspectives. 
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